
Eagle E-Type No.12 – One of our full restorations of an original Jaguar E-Type, upgraded to a 
superb specification and presented in outstanding condition.

Eagle E-Type No.12 – One of our full restorations of an original Jaguar E-Type, upgraded to a 
superb specification and presented in outstanding condition.

Reconstructed from an original example, each Eagle is built without compromise and finished 
to standards way beyond those achievable when initially manufactured. Eagle No.12 is finished 
in the beautiful Jaguar colour of Opalescent Silver Grey, with the Dark Blue trim and mohair 
hood completing this elegant scheme.

ExExtensive upgrading has taken the car to far beyond our GT specification and incorporates 
the vast majority of our Sport options, with a number of SuperSport items included for good 
measure. The result is an exceptional improvement that has also concentrated and enhanced 
the E-Type’s original spirit. Improved electronics, brakes and cooling vastly improve reliability 
and safety whilst the revised suspension, rebuilt engine and 5-speed Eagle gearbox offer thrill-
ing driving dynamics and performance. 

SinSince its Eagle commission this E-Type has taken full advantage of our exclusive servicing and 
maintenance program, and we would of-course be delighted to continue this specialist care 
for the next owner. Built in the spring of 1966, this E-Type was destined for delivery to its first 
owner in the New York State village of East Syracuse and today retains its original matching 
numbers engine. Since our full restoration, Eagle 12 has driven just 14,278 miles.

In essence: a very rare and sought after opportunity to acquire a high spec’ Eagle E-Type 
immediately. 

No.12 of just 37 Eagle E-Types

Only 14,282 miles since full Eagle restoration

One owner for the last 12 years

GT specification, with many Sport options

Eagle 5-Speed gearbox

Matching numbers engine

Eagle maintained sinEagle maintained since restoration

Beautiful Opalescent Silver Grey bodywork

Completed with elegant Dark Blue trim

Available immediately

Every Jaguar E-Type supplied by Eagle can be converted 
to left or right hand drive as desired. 

The specification may also be further tailored to precisely 
suit the wishes of the purchaser.

1966 SERIES 1 4.2 ROADSTER - EAGLE E-TYPE No.12 £475,000


